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Abstract—The salient event recognition of soccer matches1

in the next-generation Internet-of-Things (Nx-IoT) environment2

aims to analyze the performance of players/teams by the sports3

analytics and managerial staff. The embedded Nx-IoT devices4

carried by the soccer players during the match capture and5

transmit data to an artificial intelligence (AI)-assisted computing6

platform. The interconnectivity of data acquisition devices with7

an AI-assisted computing platform in the Nx-IoT environment8

will not only allow the spectators to track the formation of their9

favorite players during a soccer match but will also enable the10

managerial staff to evaluate the players’ performance in the soc-11

cer match as well as in practice sessions. This Nx-IoT-enabled12

salient event detection feature can be provided to spectators and13

sports’ managerial staff as a financial technology (FinTech) ser-14

vice. In this article, we propose an efficient deep learning-based15

framework for multiperson salient soccer event recognition in16

IoT-enabled FinTech. The proposed framework performs event17

recognition in three steps: first, image frames are extracted from18

video streams and resized in the preprocessing step to match the19

input of the deep network. Second, frame-level discriminative20

features are extracted using a pretrained convolutional neural21

network (CNN) architecture. Third, we employ a multilayer22

long short-term memory (MLSTM) network to recognize high-23

level events in soccer videos by exploiting the sequential relation24

between adjacent frames. Moreover, we introduce a new soc-25

cer video events (SVE) data set containing videos of six salient26

events of soccer game. To provide a strong baseline, we evalu-27

ate our newly created SVE data set using different traditional28

machine learning and deep learning algorithms. We also perform29

event recognition on untrimmed soccer videos using our proposed30

framework and compare the results with state-of-the-art meth-31

ods. The obtained results validate the suitability of our proposed32

framework for salient event recognition in Nx-IoT environments.33

Index Terms—Computer vision, convolutional neural network34

(CNN), edge computing, event recognition, multilayer long35
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short-term memory (MLSTM), next-generation Internet of 36

Things (Nx-IoT). 37

I. INTRODUCTION 38

THE NOTICEABLE advancement in networking tech- 39

nologies and efficient deep learning algorithms over 40

edge devices has allured the sports industry to adopt next- 41

generation Internet-of-Things (Nx-IoT)-enabled financial tech- 42

nology (FinTech) services for a wide range of applications. 43

The IoT is a network, where multiple edge devices/sensors are 44

interconnected via the Internet. The Nx-IoT devices in sports 45

communicate and transmit data with other IoT/edge devices for 46

edge-centric distribution and processing of sports data. Mostly, 47

sports organizations, especially soccer officials, provide edge- 48

based IoT environments, which can significantly improve the 49

quality of sport analytics systems and enable the spectators 50

to have a more enjoyable interactive experience. The video 51

data captured by the vision sensors can be instantly processed 52

over edge devices and then transmitted to artificial intelli- 53

gence (AI)-assisted edge computing platforms for a variety of 54

applications, such as event detection/recognition, player identi- 55

fication, and players formation tracking in the field of a soccer 56

stadium equipped with Nx-IoT. Due to the exponential growth 57

of fans following, soccer has become the world’s most watch- 58

able sport with more than 4.0 billion audience worldwide [1]. 59

According to a recent report (Google: Watch time for YouTube 60

sports highlights jumps 80%), 90% of online viewers search 61

for soccer videos highlights or prefers to access salient sports 62

events (such as goal, penalties, fouls, corner-shots, etc.) rather 63

than watching full matches [2]. Furthermore, the live specta- 64

tors inside the stadium are very excited to support their favorite 65

team/players and cheer for their best performance. The Nx- 66

IoT-enabled edge-based event recognition service in soccer 67

stadiums can improve the experiences of live spectators by 68

providing an interactive entertainment environment. 69

Considering the complex game rules and players with dif- 70

ferent field formations, soccer is the most difficult game to 71

analyze. Researchers around the globe are contributing to 72

different aspects of soccer event detection and recognition. 73

Event recognition is an essential component for high-level 74
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sports video analytic tasks, such as event-aware highlights75

generation [3], sports videos retrieval [4], and indexing of76

sports videos [5]. However, soccer events are different from77

other sports events, where a video clip contains fascinating78

contents for a random time interval with semantically start-79

ing and ending boundaries of events rather than a fixed time80

interval. For instance, in counterattack, the brilliant assist81

before the goal and the celebrations after the goal are the com-82

plete soccer events. All these events are high-level semantics,83

which can be recognized with multiscale deep features (i.e.,84

extract convolutional neural network (CNN) features at differ-85

ent layers with varying spatial dimensionality). For instance,86

in the soccer match, a goal is an event that involves differ-87

ent movements of the human body, such as running, jumping,88

passing ball, and shooting ball toward goalmouth.89

The earlier research studies [6], [7] for soccer event detec-90

tion and recognition were based on low-level or handcrafted91

visual features and traditional machine learning algorithms.92

These low-level feature-based methods rely on global fea-93

tures, including the texture, edge, color, shape, and motion94

information. Although these methods made some achieve-95

ments in the last decade, they could only detect few soc-96

cer events and usually failed for complex type of events97

with a clutter background. To interrelate the semantic gap98

between the low-level semantics and high-level semantics,99

several traditional soccer event detection methods have been100

proposed. These methods utilized mid-level features to obtain101

the intermediate representation of soccer events, including102

field view classification, player tracking, scoreboard detection,103

and play–break segmentation. For instance, Zhao et al. [8]104

used mid-level features for video segmentation into play–break105

segments. They segmented the video based on the color, con-106

tour, and histogram. The works presented in [3], [9], and [10]107

first extracted the excitement clip from lengthy videos, and108

then detected the salient events using histogram and color109

computations. In addition, these earlier methods often required110

additional information such as text from score boards and111

audio commentary related to the game play. Despite, acquir-112

ing additional information about game, the results achieved by113

these methods still suffered from misclassification for complex114

events.115

Recently, deep learning has gained tremendous atten-116

tion in computer vision, and has significantly improved the117

performance of event detection and action recognition systems.118

Various CNN-assisted approaches have been proposed for soc-119

cer event detection and annotation [11], [12], which extract120

both the spatial and temporal features from the video frames121

and analyze the event’s type and boundary for specific time122

interval. While, some researchers have adopted 3D-CNN-123

based soccer event detection approaches that extract spatial124

and temporal features from video frames [13], [14], other stud-125

ies [15], [16] have presented the combined CNN and recurrent126

neural network (RNN) frameworks for soccer event detec-127

tion and achieved state-of-the-art results. However, most of128

the contemporary deep learning methods are limited to cer-129

tain types of events and single-person event detection and130

cannot be deployed in IoT-enabled environments. Considering131

the availability of embedded edge devices and efficient deep132

learning architectures, there is a need to develop an efficient133

edge computing-based approach for salient soccer event recog- 134

nition in Nx-IoT-enabled environments. Besides the existence 135

of smart embedded devices and energy-friendly deep learning 136

architectures, it is very crucial to have a sufficient amount of 137

data for the problem/task under consideration. The availabil- 138

ity of problem-related data sets greatly helps the researchers 139

to train and evaluate their proposed systems without devoting 140

considerable efforts on generating new data sets. However, to 141

the best of our knowledge, there are very few soccer videos 142

data sets [17]–[19] and, furthermore, the existing data sets are 143

very specific and do not cover salient events of soccer. 144

Therefore, in this article, we present an efficient deep 145

learning-based framework for salient soccer event recognition 146

over edge-centric FinTech computing platform and our newly 147

created soccer videos events (SVE) data set. The proposed 148

framework performs event recognition process in three steps: 149

1) preprocessing; 2) features extraction; and 3) sequence learn- 150

ing. In the preprocessing step, image frames are extracted from 151

video streams and resized to match the input of the deep network. 152

For feature extraction, our framework uses a pretrained CNN 153

architecture, which extracts deep discriminative features from 154

the video frames. While for sequence learning, a multilayer 155

LSTM is used to analyze the video stream by capturing the 156

temporal relation between adjacent frames. Our newly created 157

SVE data set contains short duration clips of six different 158

soccer events. To better understand the problem, we first eval- 159

uate the soccer event recognition with handcrafted features 160

and a well-known machine learning classifier (HOG+SVM). 161

Later, we investigate the soccer event recognition problem using 162

multilayer long short-term memory (MLSTM) along with dif- 163

ferent CNNs on our SVE data set. The key contributions of 164

our scheme can be summarized as follows. 165

1) To recognize the salient events in soccer matches, we 166

investigated traditional machine learning (HOG+SVM) 167

and deep learning-based approaches (CNN+MLSTM) 168

for FinTech-enabled soccer event recognition service and 169

propose an energy-efficient CNN+LSTM framework. 170

Our proposed framework strikes a tradeoff between 171

computational complexity and model accuracy and is 172

a suitable solution for edge-centric FinTech computing 173

platforms and similar domains associated with Nx-IoT 174

environments, showing its flexibility and scalability. 175

2) The literature contains very few data sets for soccer 176

event detection/recognition. However, there is no bench- 177

mark data set of key events, which defines the interest 178

of live/offline spectators. We have created our own SVE 179

data set, which contains salient events of soccer matches 180

captured from multiple views. The SVE data set will 181

be publicly available for further research to mature the 182

event detection/recognition systems for soccer videos. 183

3) We have conducted comprehensive experiments on our 184

newly created SVE data set to evaluate the performance of 185

our framework. Furthermore, we have tested the proposed 186

framework on relevant events from other data sets and 187

have conducted a comparative study. The obtained results 188

reveal that the proposed framework generalizes well and 189

performs better than existing methods. 190

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: 191

Section II presents the overview of the related works. The 192
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proposed framework is presented in Section III followed193

by experimental evaluation of the proposed framework in194

Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this article with195

possible future directions.196

II. RELATED WORK197

In this section, we briefly describe the event recognition198

literature and critically discuss the soccer event recognition199

approaches that are reported in the recent works along with200

their strengths and limitations. Generally, the soccer event201

recognition methods can be categorized into two parts: 1) low-202

level features-based and 2) deep learning-based methods.203

A. Low-Level Features-Based Event Recognition Approaches204

Event recognition has played a very important role in dif-205

ferent domains of sports video content analysis, including206

highlight generation, event-based sports video retrieval, and207

statistical summary generation of sports videos (e.g., soccer,208

hockey, etc.). A variety of methods has been proposed to auto-209

mate the event recognition process in sports videos. Most of210

the early methods [6], [7], [20] were based on low-level fea-211

tures. These methods usually used handcrafted descriptors and212

machine learning classifiers for feature extraction and classi-213

fication, respectively. For instance, Tavassolipour et al. [21]214

proposed automatic event detection in soccer videos for high-215

lights generation. They used a hidden Markov model for the216

segmentation of a video into meaningful segments, named217

play-back patterns, followed by mid-level features extraction218

from each segment. Finally, they extracted discriminative fea-219

tures using a Bayesian network. Kolekar and Sengupta [3]220

proposed an automatic highlight generation system that could221

generate highlight from sports TV broadcasts. First, they222

detected the exciting clips using audio features and then seg-223

mented the clips into different scenes. Next, they assigned a224

concept-score to each scene within a clip using a probabilis-225

tic Bayesian belief network (PBBN) and selected the scene226

with a higher concept-score. Wang et al. [12] proposed a soc-227

cer video annotation framework based on coarse-grained time228

information. They annotated the soccer events by synchro-229

nizing the video clips and external text information (match230

reports) with coarse time constraints. Fakhar et al. [22]231

presented a learning-based soccer event detection approach232

based on two main concepts. First, they analyzed the frame233

and estimated the saliency of each frame regarding soc-234

cer events. Second, the event-oriented and discriminative235

dictionary was learned using their proposed K-SVD algo-236

rithm. Furthermore, Bennett et al. [23] proposed a technique237

for video-based talent identification of the youth for soccer238

using smart devices. Hosseini and Eftekhari-Moghadam [24]239

presented a fuzzy rule-based system for soccer event detection240

and annotation. They used statistical information quantized241

from audiovisual features and rule-based reasoning classifier,242

which constructed the semantic perception for the occurred243

events. However, these handcrafted or low-features-based244

methods are less effective and time consuming for detect-245

ing high-level soccer events. These limitations can create246

issues when processing lengthy videos or dealing with sports247

TV broadcasts. Besides these traditional handcrafted-based 248

methods, numerous learning-based event detection/recognition 249

methods have been proposed, which significantly improve 250

the event detection and recognition task and overcome the 251

limitations of traditional methods. 252

B. Deep Learning-Based Event Recognition Approaches 253

Recently, CNN-oriented methods have achieved greater suc- 254

cess and have improved the performance of various computer 255

vision tasks, including image classification [25], [26], object 256

detection [27], [28], image enhancement [29], [30], speech 257

recognition [31], [32], and activity recognition [33], [34]. 258

For instance, Jiang et al. [15] proposed a deep learning- 259

based approach for soccer video event detection. Their method 260

utilized the combination of CNN and RNN, where they 261

segmented the soccer video in play–break segments by deter- 262

mining the event boundary, and then extracted CNN features 263

of key frames from play–break segments. Finally, RNN was 264

deployed to recognize the salient soccer events, including 265

the goal, goal attempt, card, and corner. Tsunoda et al. [35] 266

presented a hierarchical RNN for analyzing the understand- 267

ing between players of team sports activity. They integrated 268

multiple person-centered features with LSTM cell output over 269

temporal sequences. Furthermore, Fani et al. [36] introduced 270

a parallel feature fusion (PFF) network for automatic event 271

detection and classification in soccer broadcast videos. The 272

PFF combined local as well as full scene features for zoom 273

in and zoom out scene classification. A hidden observable 274

Markov model was deployed to determine play/break status 275

of the scenes in soccer videos. Giancola et al. [37] intro- 276

duced a benchmark SoccerNet data set for action spotting in 277

soccer videos. The duration of the data set was 764 h and 278

consisted of the goal, yellow/red card, and substitution. To 279

prevent violence incidents in football stadiums, Fenil et al. [38] 280

proposed a real-time violence detection system for recog- 281

nizing violence using human intelligence simulation. Their 282

proposed method processed enormous amounts of real-time 283

video streams from different sources, where histogram of 284

oriented gradients (HOG) was used as a feature descriptor fol- 285

lowed by bidirectional long short-term memory (BDLSTM). 286

Liu et al. [13] proposed a soccer event detection method based 287

on temporal action localization and play–break segmentation. 288

First, they localized the action in soccer videos using 3-D CNN 289

and then employed play–break rules for organizing actions into 290

corresponding events. These deep learning-based approaches 291

have shown remarkable performance and have effectively over- 292

come the limitations of low-level features-based methods. On 293

the other hand, these deep learning-based approaches require 294

high computation power for training purposes. Different from 295

the existing methods, our proposed framework efficiently 296

reduces the computational complexity by adopting transfer 297

learning and frame skip strategies. 298

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 299

Human action-oriented events typically involve sequences 300

of specific human postures evolving in video frames, which 301

demonstrate variations in both spatial and temporal domains. 302
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Fig. 1. Detailed overview of our proposed framework for salient soccer event recognition over edge devices in Nx-IoT-enabled environment. Step 1: This
step involves frames extraction and frame resizing. Step 2: This step involves features extraction, where we employ a pretrained CNN (ResNet50) architecture
to extract discriminative features from video frames. Step 3: This step receives CNN features and trains multilayer LSTM, which outputs a confidence score
for an event detected in sequences of video frames.

For example, the goal event in soccer consists of more than303

one action where each action is the combination of differ-304

ent postures of human body. While analyzing the soccer305

video, these high-level actions can be visualized as hidden306

sequential patterns, which can be detected and recognized307

with strong representation (high-level features). In this article,308

we propose a deep learning-based salient event recognition309

framework, which analyzes the input soccer video using310

CNN with MLSTM. The proposed framework comprises of311

three steps.312

Step 1 (Preprocessing): The preprocessing step extracts the313

image frames from the video stream and resize the frames to314

match the input of the deep neural network.315

Step 2 (Feature Extraction): In the feature extraction step,316

our framework extracts deep features using a pretrained CNN317

network from the sequence of frames.318

Step 3 (Sequence Learning): In the third step, the extracted319

features are fed into an MLSTM to retrieve high-level abstrac-320

tion and temporal information for the event recognition task.321

The workflow of the proposed framework and its main com-322

ponents are illustrated in Fig. 1. Algorithm 1 presents the323

stepwise implementation of soccer event recognition pro-324

cess. The input and output parameters used in our proposed325

framework are presented in Table I.326

A. Preprocessing 327

In the preprocessing step, frames are extracted from the 328

video with three different frame skip strategies and then 329

resized each frame to match the input of the deep neural 330

network. In our proposed framework, the input is resized to 331

224× 224× 3 to match the input layer dimensionality of the 332

ResNet50 architecture. 333

B. Features Extraction ResNet50 Architecture 334

Soccer event is the combination of multiple actions (run- 335

ning, jumping, and passing, etc.), where each action is itself 336

the integration of different poses. The event recognition work- 337

flow starts from low-level semantics extraction (actions) to 338

high-level semantics (events). To represent these sequences of 339

actions, CNN features from each frame are expressed as an 340

individual feature vector. Similarly, the complete video can be 341

represented as a set of feature vectors having a sequential rela- 342

tion between the adjacent feature vectors. On the other hand, 343

traditional machine learning algorithms use handcrafted fea- 344

tures for event detection and recognition tasks, which require 345

a lot of efforts for feature engineering and scaling. Despite the 346

extraordinary efforts for feature engineering, traditional soccer 347
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS USED IN OUR PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT OPERATIONS

Algorithm 1 Event Recognition in Soccer Videos
Input: Soccer video Vsoccer
Preparation:

1. Load pretrained ResNet50 CNN network Mf
2. Load trained multilayer LSTM network Mc

Steps:
while (Vsoccer)

1. Read frames←←← (f i, Vsoccer)
2. Pass frame f i to ResNet50 CNN
3. Extract feature f vi ←←← Mf (f i)
4. Forward feature vector f vi to trained LSTM Mc, and

Predict event class←←← Mc (f vi)
5. Display predicted event with confidence score

end while
Output: Display event with predicted label and confidence score

event recognition approaches are still unable to detect complex348

and long-duration events.349

CNN is originally introduced for the image classification350

task [39] and has achieved state-of-the-art results. It has the351

ability to extract features of different scales and is equipped352

with a classifier at the end of architecture. CNNs are widely353

used for a variety of high-level computer vision tasks. The354

main reason behind the success and achievements of CNNs is355

the hierarchical nature of the architecture that contains a series356

of layers, including convolution, pooling, and fully connected357

layers. The convolutional layer generates different representa-358

tions of the same image by convolving different kernels with359

different sizes. The pooling layer subsamples the input feature360

maps by selecting the high activations values, while the fully361

connected layer learns high-level representations and reshapes362

the input feature maps to a 1-D feature vector. Training a new363

CNN architecture from the scratch requires a huge amount of364

image data along with powerful machines for execution, such365

as graphics processing units (GPUs) or tensor processing units366

(TPUs). This problem can be addressed using transfer learning367

strategy where a pretrained model is utilized for another com- 368

puter vision problem. To this end, our proposed framework 369

uses a pretrained ResNet50 architecture [40], which is trained 370

on the ImageNet data set containing more than 20 000 cat- 371

egories (door, chair, and car, etc.). The first layer of the 372

ResNet50 architecture is input layer with dimensionality of 373

224×224×3, the second layer is the convolution layer with a 374

kernel size of 7×7. The rest of the architecture has four resid- 375

ual blocks, fully connected layers, and a Softmax layer. Each 376

residual block contains three convolutional layers with kernel 377

sizes of 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 followed by ReLU activation and 378

Batch Normalization layers. We have used a fully connected 379

layer (fc-1000) as a generic feature descriptor. Each feature 380

vector represented a single frame of video, these features are 381

then fed into MLSTM in the form of features block for a fixed 382

time interval. MLSTM processes these features and learns the 383

hidden sequential patterns from the input feature data. The 384

detailed explanation of RNN and its variants are presented in 385

the next section. 386

C. Event-Specific Sequence Learning Using Multilayer LSTM 387

Despite the powerful characteristics and flexibility, CNNs 388

can only be used for tasks where inputs and outputs have 389

fixed dimensionality and mostly fail while dealing with the 390

data having different input and output dimensionality. Along 391

with this limitation, CNNs are restricted to static data and 392

cannot be used for problems dealing with time series and 393

sequential data. Most of the problems such as speech recogni- 394

tion, machine translation, and activity recognition in videos are 395

efficiently expressed with sequences having variable lengths. 396

To solve sequential pattern learning problems or predicting 397

time-series data, the need of such a method becomes cru- 398

cial that can precisely map sequences and learn its hidden 399

patterns from input time-series data. To meet the needs of 400

such kind of systems, a special kind of neural network, named 401

RNN, has been introduced which has the ability to learn from 402

temporal features and map the temporal relation of a given 403

time-distributed data. RNNs are specially designed for the 404

classification of time-series and sequential data. RNNs ana- 405

lyze the hidden sequential patterns in both spatial and temporal 406

dimensions by connecting the previous information with the 407

current information and predict the future output. The suit- 408

ability and efficiency of RNN for temporal data analytics has 409

attracted the research community to investigate it for various 410

time-series prediction and sequence classification problems 411

and achieved incredible results. Although RNNs can deci- 412

pher the hidden sequential patterns in time-series data (i.e., 413

video, audio, or numerical data), RNNs fail to remember ear- 414

lier information while interpreting long term sequences. Such 415

a type of problem is known as a vanishing gradient or gradient 416

exploding, which can be resolve by using a special variant of 417

RNN known as LSTM, which has the ability to remember the 418

earlier input information for a long-time interval. 419

1) Multilayer LSTM Network: The LSTM [41] is an exten- 420

sion of the RNN architecture, which is specially designed 421

for interpreting long-term sequences, thereby resolving the 422

problem of vanishing gradient and gradient exploding faced 423
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by RNNs. The internal structure of LSTM consists of several424

cell units, where each cell unit contains special gates (input,425

output, and forget gates) that switch the flow of information426

and control the sequential pattern recognition process. These427

gates are configured in such a way that each gate receives the428

input from the previous stage and forwards the computed out-429

put to the next gate. All these gates are controlled by a sigmoid430

function. For instance, the input gate ibmt decides that what431

portion of information should be updated, whereas the output432

gate ot stores the information of the coming sequence. The for-433

get gate ft processes the information from the input gate and434

the previous cell state and removes the previous information435

from the memory when needed. The recurrent unit g computes436

the previous cell state ct−1 and the current input xt using the437

tanh activation function, whereas ht can be computed by mul-438

tiplying the value of the output gate with tanh of the current439

cell state ct. The final output can be obtained by passing the440

ht to the softmax classifier. The mathematical equations of the441

operations performed by these gates are given in (1)–(7)442

it = σ
(
wi ∗

[
ht−1, xt

]+ bi
)

(1)443

ot = σ
(
wo ∗

[
ht−1, xt

]+ bo
)

(2)444

ft = σ
(
wf ∗

[
ht−1, xt

]+ bf
)

(3)445

g = tanh
(
wg ∗ (xt + ct−1)+ bg

)
(4)446

ct = ((ct−1 ∗ ft)+ (g ∗ it)) (5)447

ht = (tanh(ct) ∗ ot) (6)448

output = soft max(ht). (7)449

In general, the performance of any deep neural network can450

be improved by stacking more and more layers; similarly, the451

hidden sequential pattern leaning capability of an LSTM can452

be enhanced by increasing the number of layers in the network.453

Therefore, we add three layers to our LSTM network, thereby454

increasing the ability to analyze the given input data at dif-455

ferent time scales and produce good results as compared to456

a standard LSTM. Unlike the standard LSTM, when data are457

fed to the MLSTM, the input data are processed in several lay-458

ers in a hierarchical fashion, where each layer in the network459

receives the hidden state of the previous layer as an input460

and forwards the output to the next layer. The computational461

process of the memory cell of the MLSTM is the same as462

the standard LSTM as explained by (1)–(7). Fig. 2 depicts463

the building block of MLSTM, where the first hidden layer464

receives data from the input layer and the input of the second465

hidden layer is the output of the first hidden layer. Similarly,466

the input of the third hidden layer is the output of the second467

hidden layer. The final output is obtained by computing the468

output of the final last hidden layer using softmax.469

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION470

This section presents comprehensive experimental evalua-471

tion of our proposed framework and details about the SVE472

data set used in experiments. We have first performed the473

salient event recognition using SVM with HOG descriptor,474

and then assessed the performance of different state-of-the-475

art architectures with MLSTM for salient event recogni-476

tion. Furthermore, the proposed framework is implemented477

Fig. 2. External structure of a multilayer LSTM.

using MATLAB 2018 with Matconvnet on PC equipped 478

with 3.60-GHz Intel Core i7 processor and NVIDIA GTX 479

1080 with 4-GB GPU. We have initialized the training with a 480

random weight initializer for 60 epochs with a batch size of 481

32. For weight optimization, we have used the Adagrad opti- 482

mizer with learning rate 0.0001. For performance evaluation, 483

we have used five evaluation metrics, including the Precision, 484

Recall, true-positive rate (TPR), false-positive rate (FPR), and 485

F1-score. 486

A. Details of the Data Set 487

For any advanced computer vision problem, the data acqui- 488

sition phase is very crucial because without appropriate and 489

sufficient amount of data, one cannot achieve desirable results. 490

Furthermore, the collected data must be labeled properly 491

according to the type of data and nature of the problem. Since 492

this article is focusing on recognition of salient events in soc- 493

cer videos, this research problem requires a sufficient amount 494

of labeled soccer video data. 495

To the best of our knowledge, very few soccer videos data 496

sets are presented so far for specific types of tasks, includ- 497

ing ball tracking, player position, and movement tracking. 498

However, these data sets do not consist of the generic type 499

of events, such as, the Goal, Substitute, and Red Card, etc. 500

Therefore, in this article, we present a newly created bal- 501

ance SVE data set of soccer videos, which comprises of short 502

video clips of six different events, including the goal, penalty 503

save, penalty goal, card, head goal, and substitute. Also, our 504

newly created SVE data set contains event videos captured 505

from different views with both far and close field of views 506

that offer great variety in the data. The SVE data set is cre- 507

ated in three distinct phases: 1) we collect soccer videos 508
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Fig. 3. Sample event classes from our newly created soccer videos data set.

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF TRAINING, VALIDATION, AND

TESTING SETS OF THE SVD DATA SET

from multiple sources( such as UEFA Champions League,509

English Premier League, FIFA World Cup 2018, Bundesliga510

and Primera Division); 2) extract event-specific short video511

clips from the downloaded soccer videos; and 3) annotate the512

event-specific video clips with start and end boundary of event.513

The SVE data set contains a total of 600 short video clips,514

which are divided into three subsets, including train, valida-515

tion, and test set with a split ratio of 60%, 20%, and 20%,516

respectively. The detailed information of data set is presented517

in Table II, where the representative images for each event of518

our SVD data set are depicted in Fig. 3.519

B. Experimental Analysis520

1) Experiment 1 (SVM Classifier With Histogram of521

Oriented Gradient Features): We have evaluated the SVE data522

set with a conventional machine learning technique, where we523

have used a HOG as a feature descriptor and SVM as a clas-524

sifier to detect the salient events in soccer videos. The HOG525

descriptor represents gradient orientation and magnitude of526

objects in a particular region of an image and captures shape-527

relevant information of detected objects in a video frame. After528

feature extraction process, we have trained the SVM classifier529

on extracted features and have evaluated the trained classifier530

on the test data set. The results obtained from the test data531

set are shown in Table III, where the diagonal values rep-532

resent the true positive produce by the SVM classifier. The533

TABLE III
CONFUSION MATRIX OF SVM(HOG)

precision and recall scores from Table III reveal that there is 534

still a considerable room for the improvement of event recogni- 535

tion rate, especially for Head Goal, Penalty Goal, and Penalty 536

save. These scores can be significantly improved using deep 537

learning techniques such as CNN and RNN. 538

2) Experiment 2 (Integration of MLSTM With AlexNet 539

Architecture): We have analyzed the soccer event recogni- 540

tion using MLSTM with the AlexNet architecture. First, we 541

have extracted discriminative CNN features using a pretrained 542

AlexNet CNN architecture, and then classified the event types 543

by inputting the extracted features to an MLSTM. For fea- 544

ture extraction, we have used the fully connected layer fc-7 of 545

the pretrained AlexNet model as a generic feature descriptor, 546

which converts a video frame into a 1 × 4096 feature vec- 547

tor. After the feature extraction process, MLSTM is trained 548

on extracted features. Finally, we have evaluated our trained 549

model on the test data set, where 20 video clips per class are 550

given to the trained model for the event recognition task. The 551

obtained results using this approach are presented in Table IV. 552

From Table IV, we can observe that the recognition rate for 553

the head goal, penalty goal, penalty save, and red card is 554

improved as compared to the results obtained by SVM(HOG) 555

in Experiment 1. 556

khan
Highlight
After this, add a sentence as follows:

Our data set is publicly available at this link: https://github.com/hayatkhan8660-maker/SVE-Dataset.
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TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX OF OUR SOCCER DATA SET

FOR MLSTM + ALEXNET

TABLE V
CONFUSION MATRIX OF OUR SOCCER DATA SET

FOR MLSTM + GOOGLENET

3) Experiment 3 (Integration of MLSTM With GoogleNet557

Architecture): In this set of experiments, we have replaced the558

AlexNet with a deeper CNN architecture named GoogleNet.559

It is a deeper architecture with 22 convolution layers and560

extracts more useful features, which significantly improves561

the performance of MLSTM for event recognition task. To562

extract features, we have used the loss3-classifier as a feature563

descriptor and have obtained the feature vector having a length564

of 1 × 1000. Furthermore, MLSTM is trained on extracted565

features of length 1 × 1000, and then the performance of566

trained model is evaluated on the test data. We test 20 video567

clips per event using trained model. The obtained results are568

presented in Table V. It can be inferred from Table V that the569

GoogleNet with MLSTM achieves more or less similar results570

in terms of precision and recall as obtained in our second set571

of experiments (i.e., Experiment 2) but improved the event572

recognition rate with a minor increment of 0.24%.573

4) Experiment 4 (Integration of MLSTM With574

ResNet50 Architecture): Finally, we have evaluated the575

performance of our ultimate framework, which combined576

ResNet50 + MLSTM for the recognition of salient events in577

soccer videos. Our proposed event recognition framework first578

performs a feature extraction process, where we extract CNN579

features from video frames using the fully connected layer580

fc-1000 of ResNet50. After feature extraction, we have trained581

MLSTM on extracted features. Furthermore, we have per-582

formed our model testing, where 20 videos per event have583

been tested on the trained model. The obtained results are584

presented in Table VI. It can be observed from Table VI that585

MLSTM with the ResNet50 architecture not only achieves the586

best results in terms of precision and recall but also improves587

TABLE VI
CONFUSION MATRIX OF OUR SOCCER DATA SET

FOR MLSTM + RESNET50

the overall accuracy on our SVE data set instances, which 588

are correctly classified. This is indicated by diagonal values, 589

whereas the precision and recall scores are listed at the bottom 590

of Table VI. 591

C. Overall Performance Comparison 592

In this section, we have compared the performance of inves- 593

tigated approaches for salient event recognition in experiments 594

1–4 on test data. Fig. 4 depicts the categorywise accuracy 595

of our four different experiments. The results reveal that 596

ResNet50 + MLSTM, as adopted in our framework, outper- 597

forms other approaches for salient soccer event recognition in 598

terms of accuracy. We further compare the presented approaches 599

in terms of TPR, FPR, Precision, Recall and F1-score. The 600

results obtained by our proposed framework are presented in 601

Table VII. The evaluation metrics TPR and FPR represent 602

the predicted TPR and FPR of each investigated method in 603

our soccer data set. Furthermore, we calculated the precision 604

and recall measure of each method. Finally, the F1-Score is 605

computed using precision and recall. The accuracy measures 606

presented in Table VII validate that our proposed solution 607

(LSTM+ ResNet50) dominates all pervious investigated meth- 608

ods in terms of FPR, TPR, Precision, Recall, and F1-score. 609

Fig. 5 depicts the predictions of our proposed framework for 610

event recognition in soccer videos (please see the section on 611

“Visual Results” for more details on the predictions of our 612

proposed framework). Furthermore, the training and validation 613

performance of our proposed framework and other investigated 614

techniques are given in Fig. 6. Moreover, we have investi- 615

gated the performance of the proposed framework using three 616

different fame skip schemes for event recognition in soccer 617

videos. Table VIII presents the statistics of the experiments 618

conducted based on different frame skip strategies. It can be 619

noted in Table VIII that our proposed four-frame-skip strat- 620

egy shows overwhelming performance improvement over other 621

frame skip strategies (i.e., 8-frame-skip strategy and 6-frame- 622

skip strategy). Therefore, we adopt four-frame-skip strategy in 623

our approach which enables us to achieve reasonable accuracy 624

with acceptable time complexity. 625

D. Visual Results 626

We have further evaluated our proposed framework on ran- 627

dom videos with predefined events. During evaluation, the 628
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Fig. 4. Categorywise accuracy of four different experimental evaluations of our data set. (a) HOG + SVM, (b) AlexNet +MLSTM, (c) GoogleNet +MLSTM
and (d) ResNet50 + MLSTM.

TABLE VII
OVERALL COMPARISON OF THE INVESTIGATED METHODS

proposed framework makes prediction for each video that629

could be correct or incorrect. While testing the input video, our630

method extracted CNN features with the four-frame-skip strat-631

egy. The extracted features are then fed to Multilayer LSTM632

for analyzing the video sequences and predict the type of633

event present in the video. In Fig. 5, each row represents spe-634

cific events, row 3 is misclassified, where “Penalty Save” is635

classified as “Penalty Goal.” This misclassification is due to636

the visual similarity of contents, motion of the player (i.e.,637

running), and a similar background.638

TABLE VIII
ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

ON DIFFERENT FRAME SKIP STRATEGIES

E. Comparison With Exiting Soccer Event Recognition 639

Methods 640

This section presents the comparative study of our 641

proposed framework with existing soccer event recognition 642

approaches [15], [21], [42]. The results of our proposed frame- 643

work are evaluated on test videos of our SVE data set. To 644

validate the effectiveness of our proposed framework, we have 645

compared the proposed framework with five existing soccer 646

event recognition methods. The obtained results are shown in 647

Table IX. For a comparison with state-of-the-art methods, we 648

have used accuracy as the evaluation metric. From Table IX, 649

it can be observed that the performance of each method varies 650
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Fig. 5. Predictions of our proposed framework for event recognition in soccer videos, where classifications with high confidence values are indicated in
green color, classifications with moderate confidence values are in blue color, and misclassified predictions are in red color.

from one event to another. For instance, the method [21] has651

the best accuracy for “Red card” event. Whereas, our proposed652

framework dominates the existing soccer event recognition653

methods, in particular, for detecting “Goal” and “Penalty Save654

or Penalty attempt” events. Our proposed framework increases655

the recognition accuracy for “Goal” and “Penalty save or656

penalty attempt” events by 1.13% and 3.57%, respectively,657

on average, as compared to the existing methods.658

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK659

The advent of smart cameras, Nx-IoT, and efficient learn-660

ing algorithms for sports video analytics will enhance the661

performance of players as well as facilitate the live spectators662

inside the stadium. The smart cameras in the Nx-IoT soc-663

cer environment are interconnected through wireless networks,664

which capture and transmit the data to an AI-assisted comput-665

ing platform. Majority of the spectator are very enthusiastic666

to watch and celebrate the better performance of their favorite667

teams. The IoT-enabled soccer environment will provide the668

spectators with live information (visual and textual) related669

to the important events of the match and will allow them to670

share and discuss the match situation in real time, which can be671

provided to the spectators as a FinTech service. Therefore, in672

this article, we have proposed an efficient deep learning-based673

framework for multiperson salient soccer event recognition674

in Nx-IoT-enabled environments. The proposed framework675

recognizes the salient events in the soccer video, including 676

the goal, substitute, penalty save, penalty goal, red card, and 677

head goal. Our proposed framework examines different CNN 678

architectures with multilayer LSTM and proposes an effi- 679

cient CNN+LSTM approach for soccer event learning and 680

recognition in Nx-IoT-enabled environments. Furthermore, we 681

have developed a new soccer data set SVE, containing six 682

most salient soccer events (i.e., Goal, Red card, Penalty save, 683

Penalty goal, Substitute, Head goal). The results obtained from 684

the experimental evaluation validate the suitability and accu- 685

racy of our proposed framework for soccer event recognition 686

in FinTech-enabled Nx-IoT environments. 687

This article mainly focuses on the recognition of salient soc- 688

cer events in IoT environment using combined CNN+MLSTM 689

deep learning framework. Although, the current approach 690

uses an efficient CNN architecture in terms of feature 691

enrichment, the series of residual blocks employed in this 692

approach increase the overall computation complexity. Also, 693

the proposed system has no suitable mechanism for ball 694

tracking and player position tracking in the ground field. 695

Moreover, the current system sometime misclassifies Penalty 696

Save event as a Penalty Goal. Considering these limita- 697

tions of our current method, in future we are aiming to 698

use a light-weight CNN architecture having lower computa- 699

tion complexity. Furthermore, we have intentions to extend 700

our proposed framework by introducing more robust and dis- 701

criminative features for efficient event recognition task, such 702
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Fig. 6. Training and validation evaluation of our proposed framework along with different investigated techniques for recognition of salient events in soccer
videos. (a) Training accuracy, (b) Training loss, (c) Validation accuracy, and (d) Validation loss.

TABLE IX
ACCURACY COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART

SOCCER EVENT RECOGNITION METHODS

as optical flow, motion saliency, and C3D features (C3D703

features are utilized by 3-D ConvNets) along with more704

robust sequence learning algorithm such as gated recurrent705

unit (GRU). Furthermore, we plan to integrate other mod-706

ules, such as player position tracking, player identification,707

and soccer ball tracking in our current framework for efficient708

soccer event recognition and streaming in Nx-IoT-enabled709

environments.710
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